PENELOPE 24”
2420-2400

PARTS AS SHIPPED:
1 pre-assemble loom
1 screwdriver
1 high impact styrene rigid heddle
   6 treads per inch
2 cranks
2 flat shuttles 28"
10, 12” (31cm) loop cords for lashing
2 lease sticks
2 (steel) warp rods
1 reed hook 6141-7000
2 Warping blocks
6 plastic tapestry bobbins
1 book --- I Weave you Weave

Assembly Instruction:

Just unfold the rigid heddle supports F and
F’ towards the top and secure them with the
2 screw supplied.
Take off the nails which are at the end of
beams and fix each crank by turning right
hand side.

You now are ready for beaming.